On the Role of Aldosterone to Hypertension; Especially an Extent of Its Participation

TATSUO ODA

Many researchers\(^1\) have studied since 1950 that aldosterone might have some roles on the etiology of hypertension, while it has a homeostatic effect on the maintaining of human's life which protect sodium losing from human's body.

Since it had been found by Davis et al.\(^5\) (1961), Laragh et al.\(^6\) (1962) that a main stimulating factor for aldosterone secretion was renin from the Juxta-glomerular apparatus of kidneys, a concept of Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone system became to establish to some extent on the etiology of hypertension and regulating mechanism of blood pressure.

Among many diseases with hypertension, especially fairly advanced or accelerated hypertension and malignant hypertension have more or less a renal vascular damage, reduced renal blood flow and increased renin secretion, and secondarily promote a secretion of aldosterone from an adrenal cortex. Generally it has been thought that both of renin and aldosterone have a large role to the etiology of such kinds of hypertension. The etiology of renovascular hypertension has been also realized on the same mechanism due to renal artery constriction. However the patients of hypertension with primary aldosteronism have the suppression of renin response and hyperaldosteronism.

On the other hand, one has realized that in the edematous state, especially in the initial stage of edema formation, renin is primarily and then aldosterone is secondarily promoted to secrete, but in such so-called secondary aldosteronism hypertension is not occurred. Fig. 1 shows that the vascular reactivity to synthetic Angiotensin II infusion is apparently reduced in edematous state (cardiac, hepatic, and renal) comparing with normal persons\(^7\). Fig. 2 shows the results of urinary aldosterone excretion in
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Fig. 1. Vascular reactivity to synthetic angiotensin II.

\(^{1}\) Presented at the symposium on 'the Pathogenesis of Hypertension' of the 34th Annual Meeting of the Japanese Circulation Society, Maech 1970, Kobe.
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normal persons and patients with essential hypertension. The method which was used in this study was due to a combination of thin layer chromatography and blue tetrazolium coloration.

According to these results, the levels of urinary aldosterone excretion in normal persons were 5–20 μg/day and within the normal variants in patients with essential hypertension (KW I and KW II except one case) and 22–40 μg/day in most of severe and malignant hypertension (KW III and IV cases). All three cases with renovascular hypertension showed high levels of urinary aldosterone.

We have measured the renin levels in the kidney tissues with unilateral renal artery constriction and the intact kidney on the other side of Goldblatt’s hypertensive rats separately.12,13

The renin content of the kidneys with the constricted renal artery reached to maximum in 1 or 2 weeks and after 3 weeks they fell a little but gradually and maintained the same level up to 5 weeks. On the contrary, the one in the contralateral intact kidney was almost within normal in 1–2 weeks, but thereafter decreased to some extent.

And so we would like to suggest that the urinary aldosterone excretion highly depends on the sum of the renin levels of both kidneys, because the sum of renin levels was quite parallel with the urinary aldosterone excretion. Moreover, the renin contents of intact kidneys, the urinary aldosterone excretion and blood pressure returned promptly to normal level, when the kidneys with constricted renal arteries were removed (Fig. 3).

Next, we examined the renin responses on sodium restriction and upright position in normotensive persons and patients with various types of hypertension.

All cases with primary aldosteronism showed the inhibition of plasma renin response and we found that the cases which had the suppression of renin response were included in a part of patients with essential hypertension.13–19 Moreover it was very interesting that many of the aged patients more than 60 years old showed the lower responses than younger groups (Fig. 4).

I am going to report our cases with normokalemic primary aldosteronism which were difficult to differentiate from cases with essenti-
al hypertension, because they did not show a hypokalemia at some time or consistently.

Especially it is assessed that many cases have normokalemic stages in an initial stadium of this disease.

The first case is 33 years old woman. This case was confirmed by a normokalemic stage before six years, when she had already very high blood pressure (200/120), then persisted the same levels during six years. And her first visit to our clinic serum potassium was 2.3 mEq/L on an average. We found an adenoma (1.7 × 1.8 cm) in right adrenal. Since then all signs and symptoms were improved promptly (Fig. 5).

The second case is 27 years old woman. She began to raise the blood pressure soon after the second delivery. Her serum potassium level is low normal (3.5 mEq/L) at her first visit to our hospital. After six months she showed a
definite low level of serum potassium (2.7 mEq/L).

The third case is 41 years old woman. She showed a consistent normal potassium level for a long time. She was operated and found a tiny adenoma with 3 mm diameter (already reported).

The author is going to refer the so-called secondary primary aldosteronism, which was adapted with Conn’s criteria (Hyperaldosteronism, PRA suppression etc) but could not be found any adenomas by operation. The cause of these cases is still obscure, but generally one suggest a factor except ACTH or Renin-Angiotensin.

The first case (51 yr. women) shows a definite hypokalemia and high blood pressure (200/120). She was satisfied by Conn’s criteria and operated but as we found no adenoma, performed by subtotal adrenalectomy. Microscopic finding of adrenals showed a diffuse, partly wedge-shaped hyperplasia of zona glomerulosa and moderate connective tissue reaction in clear cell zone, partly with nodular formation (already reported).

The second case is 13 years old girl. We

Fig. 6. (T. K. 33 yrs, F) A microscopic hyperplasia of zona glomerulosa a homogeneous thickening of the zone and wedge-type invasion into zona fasciculata in some places.

Fig. 7. (T. H. 27 yrs, F) A larger tumor: well capsulated, mature adenoma; a smaller one: completely uncapsulated adenomatous hyperplasia. left & under: a proper adrenal cortex.
could not find any adenomas in adrenal cortex. Adrenals showed a remarkably developed zona glomerulosa with homogenous widening of the width and composed of 2/5–1/3 width of the total adrenal cortex (already reported). The third case is 33 years old female. Because she showed a remarkable suppression of P.R.A. response and an increase of urinary aldosterone and hypertension with typical hypokalemia, she was operated.

However any adenomas were not found and microscopically well developed zona glomerulosa with partly wedge-shaped invasion into zona fasciculata was found. Zona glomerulosa occupied about 1/3 width of total adrenal cortex. Zona fasiculata was very thin and not recognized partly (Fig. 6). Such cases were reported by Laragh, Davis, Ross, Katz, Vecsei and others. Especially Laragh reported six of sixteen cases in 1967.

Next, I am going to show you 27 years old female with primary aldosteronism which showed an interesting histological findings of adrenal cortex. She had a hypertension (220/110), hypokalemia, hyperaldosteronism (24 µg/day in urine) and negative P.R.A. response.

Histologically one adenoma (1.5 × 1.8 cm) and one small nodule (0.5 × 0.3 cm) were found in left adrenal. The larger one an all-around proper capsule but the smaller one had no capsule and shifted to a proper adrenal cortex which occupied 3/5 width of total adrenal cortex and zona glomerulosa became gradually thinner as far as distant from the nodule (Fig. 7).

The adrenal glands surgically removed from 19 cases in total of primary aldosteronism were histopathologically examined in our laboratory, as well as others. The adrenocortical lesions showed a wide variety of histological patterns, and they were tentatively classified into three main types, a) subnormal (1/19), b) hyperplasia (10/19), c) adenoma (8/19). The hyperplasia type was subdivided into 1) diffuse hyperplasia (3/10), 2) micro-nodular hyperplasia (4/10) and 3) adenomatous hyperplasia (3/10).

When more than one types were combined, the diagnosis was made upon the latter one in the order of the classification. The diffuse hyperplasia were always composed of those of the glomerulosa cell.

On the contrary, the fasiculate cells were predominant in the micronodular or adenomatous hyperplasia and the glomerulosa cells were rather poorly participated. The adenomas were also composed mainly of the clear cells with or without pleomorphism and the glomerulosa cells were inconstantly encountered.

Frequent occurrence of the combined types in the same adrenal cortex strongly suggested the possible development of the adenoma from the diffuse hyperplasia, via micro-nodular or adenomatous hyperplasia.

**Summary**

1) A role of aldosterone in the etiology of essential hypertension is yet obscure; except severe and malignant hypertension which have an increased renal damage. However in the latter two diseases aldosterone has some significance in the maintenance of hypertension.

2) We have found the cases with primary aldosteronism showed a normokalemic stage especially in their initial stadium.

3) In our experienced cases of primary aldosteronism there were some cases of so-called secondary primary aldosteronism with bilateral adrenocortical hyperplasia (zona glomerulosa).

4) In diagnoses of primary aldosteronism only the suppression of P.R.A. response is not satisfied and the existence of hyperaldosteronism must be recognized, because not a little percentage out of essential hypertension show often a low P.R.A. and P.R.A. response to sodium restriction and upright position. More sensitive and accurate method of determining plasma renin is necessary to resolve the problem which include a true incidence of primary aldosteronism in essential hypertension.

5) From our cases histologically the following possibility was considered that first zona glomerulosa caused hyperplasia and thereafter gradually transit to adenomatous hyperplasia and matured adenoma.
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